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ABSTRACT 
Recent developments in multi-touch technologies have 
exposed fertile ground for research in enriched human-
robot interaction.  Although multi-touch technologies have 
been used for virtual 3D applications, to the authors' 
knowledge, ours is the first study to explore the use of a 
multi-touch table with a physical robot agent.  This baseline 
study explores the control of a single agent with a multi-
touch table using an adapted, previously studied, joystick-
based interface.  We performed a detailed analysis of users’ 
interaction styles with two complex functions of the multi-
touch interface and isolated mismatches between user 
expectations and interaction functionality. 
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INTRODUCTION 
There is much excitement surrounding multi-touch tables 
and displays (e.g., Dietz, 2001; Han, 2005) because of the 
potential for enhanced interactivity.  Removing the joystick, 
mouse, or keyboard can remove a layer of interface 
abstraction and increase the degree of direct manipulation 
(Shneiderman, 1983).  In the case of human-robot 
interaction, this technology should allow users more direct 
interaction with the robot to influence its behavior.   
A joystick interface limits the user to a relatively small set 
of interaction possibilities.  Digital buttons, analog gimbals, 
and analog sliders are the three common input modes.  The 
multi-touch surface is quite different, allowing for almost 
limitless interaction methods on a 2D plane.  Where the 
joystick limits the user through mechanical and physical 
constraints, the multi-touch surface serves as the blank 
canvas on which control surfaces are dynamically created.  

But the flexibility and freedom of the interface also presents 
problems for designers.  Designers must carefully choose 
control methods that give appropriate feedback and 
extremely clear affordances (affordances mean that 
perceived and actual functionality match; see Norman, 
1988).  Users are accustomed to haptic feedback, such as 
spring-loaded buttons and gimbals, and auditory feedback, 
such as clicks, even from a non-force-feedback joystick 
controller: feedback not provided by multi-touch surfaces. 
While multi-touch table technology seems to offer promise 
for human-robot interaction, we could not find any previous 
work that characterized human performance when directing 
physical agents (robots) via multi-touch table interaction.  
We wanted to understand how to best take advantage of the 
possibilities offered by the multi-touch modality for 
controlling robots.  Accordingly, we conducted a user test 
of an interface hosted on a Mitsubishi DiamondTouch table 
(Dietz, 2001).  This interface controlled an urban search-
and-rescue (USAR) robot and was based on a well-studied 
joystick interface (e.g., Keyes, 2007; Yanco et al., 2007; 
Yanco et al., 2004) that had been adapted to take advantage 
of multi-touch features.  
Similar to the evolutionary approach we have taken in 
joystick-based interfaces, we expect the DiamondTouch-
based interface to evolve.  This study aids the evolutionary 
process by providing a detailed analysis of users’ varied 
interaction styles.  Our analysis sheds light on how users 
perceive the interface’s affordances and highlights 
mismatches between users’ perceptions and the designer’s 
intentions.  These mismatches point towards design changes 
to better align users’ expectations and interface realities. 

INTERFACE DESCRIPTION 
The interface contains six panels or groupings of interface 
components, with the main video panel occupying a central 
area. The main video panel has a cross-hair overlay to 
indicate the video camera’s current pan and tilt orientation. 
The main video panel also functions as the camera control 
mechanism.  As annotated in Figure 1, the user presses and 
holds a finger on the region of the screen corresponding to 
the direction of movement.  The user presses the left center 
quadrant to pan left, upper center quadrant to tilt up, etc.  
To zoom in, the user places their two index fingers in the 
center of the image and then rapidly moves them diagonally 
towards the corners of the screen.  This movement increases 
the zoom factor by two times for each motion.  Tapping 
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twice in the center of the image re-centers the pan and tilt 
and resets to a one times zoom factor.  
The small rear view panel, which displays the video feed 
from the robot’s rear camera, is located to the upper right of 
the main video panel.  The rear camera’s video stream is 
mirrored to imitate the view one receives from a rear view 
mirror.  If the user wants to see a larger view of the rear 
camera’s video they can switch to Automatic Direction 
Reversal (ADR) mode.  This mode causes the rear camera’s 
video to be displayed in the larger main video panel while 
switching the forward-facing camera’s video to the rear 
view mirror panel.  This act also reverses the driving 
commands as well as the ranging information displayed on 
the distance panel directly under the main video panel.  To 
select the ADR mode, the user taps the small video panel, 
causing it to swap its contents with the main video display.   
The distance panel depicts the robot’s chassis with white 
lines displayed around it, identifying distance readings from 
the sonar sensors and the laser range finder.  These lines 
help give users a frame of reference regarding how close 
objects may be to the robot.  This panel can be toggled from 
a perspective view to a top down view by tapping the panel. 
To the left of the video panel is a map that is dynamically 
generated as the robot moves around an area. The robot’s 
location is a green triangle and its trail is a red line. 

The mode panel is displayed above the main video panel.  
This panel contains four buttons that each represent one of 
the autonomy modes of the system. The user taps the cor-
responding button to engage the requested autonomy mode.  
The drive control panel in the lower right-hand corner of 
the interface is a visual analog to a joystick, but in a top-
down view.  The relative position of the user’s fingertip 
within the panel is translated into rotation and translation 
vectors.  The panel changes color from red to green when 
the user engages the control.  Directly above this panel is a 
button that engages and disengages the robot’s brake.  
Directly below the drive control panel is a group of status 
icons.  The user taps the light bulb icon to turn the robot’s 
lights on or off.  A slider below these icons provides a 
speed limiting scalar.  The user taps or slides a finger along 
the scale to set the desired top speed for the robot. 

METHOD FOR CHARACTERIZING INTERACTION 
During usability tests, we videotaped over users’ shoulders, 
captured users’ screens, logged users’ commands, and took 
observation notes.  We also obtained performance data (not 
reported on here) by videotaping the robot, hand-drawing 
maps of the robot’s paths, noting driving problems (bumps, 
scrapes, etc.) and degree of success in task completion.  
This paper reports on the analysis of the use of the camera 
and driving controls.  The other controls, such as those to 
turn the lights on and off, required much simpler motions.  
Data analysis began by looking for large-scale patterns of 
movement. Once we identified these patterns, we reviewed 
the video to broadly characterize each participant’s 
interaction with the interface.  
We further refined our description of the patterns of 
interaction by isolating components of actions using open 
and axial coding from grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 
1967). Open coding involves analysts noting data that can 
be grouped or categorized while axial coding is a process of 
refining the groupings.  Once types of interactions emerged 
we matched (coded) instances of users’ gestures to them. 
To ensure reproducibility of the data analysis, we computed 
Cohen’s Kappa statistic for two coders and found very good 
agreement: .84 after chance was excluded (agreement was 
.88 if chance was not factored out). 
Finally, to illustrate these user-developed interaction styles, 
we developed narratives of each participant’s interactions. 

RESULTS OF OPEN AND AXIAL CODING 
We identified three components of interaction: gesture 
magnitude, gesture alignment, and gesture sequence.   
Some users acted as though they thought the magnitude of 
their gestures was significant, while others did not.  We 
developed two categories of movement that described two 
different approaches to the magnitude of users’ gestures.  
One category, called proportional velocity, assumes that 
movement and speed are controlled together with gesture 
magnitude perceived to be important.  The user perceives 
that the location of their finger with respect to the center of 

Figure 1.  Interface overview with description of 
interaction gestures. 
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the drive control panel determines both direction and speed, 
with speed increasing as the distance from the center of the 
panel grows.  The other category, discrete velocity, assumes 
that the user expects to control direction of movement 
independent of speed, and also assumes that gesture 
magnitude is unimportant.   
The second component, gesture alignment, describes how 
users’ gestures were aligned with respect to the x- and y-
axes created by the table borders.  We developed two 
categories for this component: when users confine their 
gestures to a cross-like area of up-down and side-to-side 
motions (on-axis movement) and when they make gestures 
outside of the x- and y-axes (off axis movement).   
The third component, gesture sequence, refers to the pattern 
of primitive interactions we call touch, drag and hold.  We 
identified three categories of gesture sequences.  “Touch” 
starts with no contact and then a brief lowering of a finger 
onto the table.  “Touch, drag, and hold” refers to a tap 
followed by a sweep and prolonged contact in the final 
position without breaking contact with the table.  “Repeated 
touch and drag” refers to several (or many) similar short 
sequences that each end with lifting finger(s) off the table. 
Note that the virtual joystick in the drive control panel was 
intended by the designers to be used with proportional 
velocity movements, off-axis gesture alignment, and touch 
gestures.  Camera control was designed to be used with 
discrete velocity movements, on-axis gesture alignment, 
and touch gestures.  We analyzed videotapes from each 
user, coding their actions into these categories, then 
compared their gestures to the designers’ intended gestures. 

NARRATIVES OF USERS’ INTERACTIONS 
The following are excerpts of the narrative description of 
users’ employment of the gesture categories described 
above. Many “incorrect” actions indicate failure of the 
design to communicate how to interact with the interface, 
even though users did receive a training session.  Users 
were emergency responders.  
User 1.  This user had a continuous, flowing movement on 
the drive control panel with a frequent “touch, drag, and 
hold” approach.  Exclusively using his middle finger on his 
right hand, he made use of proportional control 100% of the 
time.  55% of his movements were in off-axis areas of the 
drive control panel.  The user also employed continuous, 
proportional control gestures on the camera control panel 
even though an experimenter explained to him that the 
camera was controlled through touching discrete grid 
locations on the panel, as shown in Figure 1.  This example 
reinforces the often-referenced design principle of 
consistency (e.g., see Nielsen, 1993): in this case, that the 
control panels should all adopt the same movement model. 
User 2.  The second user employed the widest variety of 
interaction methods.  She began her movements in the 
center of the control panel and quickly moved to the top or 
bottom of the control surface indicating an initial 
understanding of proportional velocity control.  She never 

made movements off of the vertical axis until she was at the 
top or bottom of the control surface.  She would then trace 
the outer ring of the control surface and repeat this action 
approximately every two seconds.  The user was attempting 
to “turn” the outside ring of the control surface like a 
steering wheel in a car.  After an experimenter explained 
that the outer ring was not a steering wheel the user placed 
her finger on the edge of the control panel to rotate the 
robot.  Rather than her previous approach of smooth 
motions in constant contact with the surface, she began 
tapping rapidly in the desired direction.  These “touch” 
movements sometimes exceeded four taps per second, and 
accounted for 89% of her drive control movements.  She 
used on-axis gesture alignment for 55% of her movements.  
User 3.  The third user employed a “repeated touch and 
drag” strategy for robot movement in a mix between the 
proportional velocity and the discrete velocity categories.  
After approximately five minutes, the hybrid proportional 
and discrete finger movement began to resemble a 
trackpad-like movement that one might make with laptop 
mouse control surfaces.  The user seemed to be pushing or 
dragging the robot in the desired direction in small steps 
instead of continuous button presses or proportional control. 
In contrast, the user pressed the sides of the video control 
display using discrete velocity control. 
User 4.  This user employed proportional velocity gestures 
with multiple fingers, much like a piano player, to shorten 
the amount of area that his fingertips were required to 
traverse.  For example, if the middle fingertip was at the top 
of the control, indicating 100% forward translation and 0% 
rotation, and he wanted to switch to a 100% left rotation, he 
would lower his index finger.  Upon making contact with 
his index finger, he would slowly raise his middle finger 
and allow drive control to transfer to the index finger.  This 
method had the effect of providing very smooth transitions 
in what would otherwise have been a “touch” style gesture 
sequence. This user continued to use proportional velocity 
gestures on the camera control panel even though discrete 
control was the only method described by experimenters 
and demonstrated by the robot’s pan-tilt unit. 
User 5.  This user began with proportional velocity 
gestures, but after two minutes he began pressing the inner 
directional triangles exclusively.  His interaction with these 
buttons was a mix of proportional and discrete velocity 
control.  Regardless of the control method, he never moved 
outside of the circular boundary created by the outside of 
the triangular button images. This artificial boundary meant 
that the robot never accelerated to full translation or 
rotation.  Like User 4, he used multiple fingers to activate 
the drive control panel but maintained very discrete finger 
contact with the triangular buttons.  His discrete velocity 
control and “touch” gestures allowed him to interact with 
the camera control panel as the designers intended. 
User 6.  Immediately upon starting her run, the sixth user 
established a style that used only on-axis gesture alignment.  
She would begin in the center of the control panel and then 



 

quickly move to the outer ring, establishing 100% 
translation or rotation, but only one at a time.  She used on 
axis movements 100% of the time, with 76% ending at the 
outer ring, and 76% of these were proportional velocity 
commands.  When she interacted with the camera control, 
she only touched the edge of the image even though she had 
been shown that the pan and tilt control area was much 
larger.  She accidentally triggered nearby controls as a 
result.  This finding reinforces the design criterion derived 
from Fitts’ Law (Fitts, 1954) that the distance between 
controls should minimally be the width of the users’ 
fingertips to avoid accidental interference. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In robotics, the term “emergent behavior” is used to 
describe unintentional or surprising combinations of 
behaviors or interactions with the environment.  These 
emergent behaviors are unintentional artifacts that may or 
may not contribute to the desired outcome of the robot's 
task.  During user testing, we found that the novelty of the 
multi-touch surface created opportunities for emergent 
interactions that were not anticipated by the system 
designers.  Although each participant was trained on the 
interface in the same way, they adopted their own 
interaction styles borrowed from various devices in the 
world.  While the system designers intended the interface to 
evoke a joystick and button affordance, the participants also 
demonstrated motions similar to those they would use with 
mouse track-pads, piano keys, touch-typing, and sliders.  
This behavior tells us that we need to revise the design to 
better align perceived affordances and actual functionality.   
We did not realize the extent of the differences between the 
control models used for the camera control versus the 
driving control until we analyzed users’ movements in 
detail.  In hindsight, the inconsistency of movement models 
seems clear.  It now seems obvious that we need to change 
the interaction to ensure that both types of movement 
controls use the same model, either proportional or discrete. 
Future development will also involve ensuring that the 
distances between controls is significantly larger than the 
width of a finger to minimize accidental control triggering. 
We are also considering moving the status icons to the 
lower left-hand corner.  We had located them in the right-
hand corner because that is where they were located in the 
earlier joystick-based interface.  We wished to keep the 
interface as similar as possible to the joystick-based 
interface for this baseline study so we could better compare 
the two (although we do not report on the comparison in 
this paper).  But now that the baseline study is complete, we 
can make more significant changes to the interface. 
We also plan to undertake longer studies to determine 
whether there are issues with fatigue due to the longer 

distances that users must move their hands and arms, when 
compared with the joystick-based interface.  To mitigate 
fatigue, we may need to cluster frequently used controls. 
The users were enthusiastic, and we are encouraged by the 
results to continue evolving the interface. 
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